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What is it like to learn that your ordinary, loving
father is a serial killer? In 2005, Kerri Rawson heard
a knock on the door of her apartment. When she
opened it, an FBI agent informed her that her father
had been arrested for murdering ten people,
including two children. It was then that she learned
her father was the notorious serial killer known as
BTK, a name he’d given himself that described the
horrific way he committed his crimes: bind, torture,
kill. As news of his capture spread,
Wichitacelebrated the end of a thirty-one-year
nightmare. For Kerri Rawson, another was just
beginning. She was plunged into a black hole of
horror and disbelief. The same man who had been a
loving father, a devoted husband, church president,
Boy Scout leader, and a public servant had been
using their family as a cover for his heinous crimes
since before she was born. Everything she had
believed about her life had been a lie. Written with
candor and extraordinary courage, A Serial Killer’s
Daughter is an unflinching exploration of life with one
of America’s most infamous killers and an
astonishing tale of personal and spiritual
transformation. For all who suffer from unhealed
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wounds or the crippling effects of violence, betrayal,
and anger, Kerri Rawson’s story offers the hope of
reclaiming sanity in the midst of madness, rebuilding
a life in the shadow of death, and learning to forgive
the unforgivable. “No easy answers here. No
platitudes. Only raw honesty, written with the
gracious authority of one who has glimpsed hell.
Kerri Rawson shares her earned wisdom and a hope
that has been bought with tears and nightmares.
This book is a gritty must-read in the library of
hope.” —Paul J. Pastor, author of The Face of the
Deep and The Listening Day
Guidance and procedures for safe and efficient
methods from the FBI’s Laboratory Division and
Operational Technology Division. The FBI Handbook
of Crime Scene Forensics is the official procedural
guide for law enforcement agencies, attorneys, and
tribunals who wish to submit evidence to the FBI’s
Laboratory and Investigative Technology Divisions.
This book outlines the proper methods for
investigating crime scenes, examining evidence,
packing and shipping evidence to the FBI, and
observing safety protocol at crime scenes. Types of
evidence discussed include: Bullet jacket alloys
Computers Hairs Inks Lubricants Ropes Safe
insulations Shoe prints Tire treads Weapons of mass
destruction Particular attention is paid to recording
the appearance of crime scenes through narratives,
photographs, videos, audiotapes, or sketches. A
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guide for professional forensics experts and an
introduction for laymen, the FBI Handbook of Crime
Scene Forensics makes fascinating reading for
anyone with an interest in investigative police work
and the criminal justice system.
To all appearances, Dennis Rader was a model
citizen in the small town where he had lived with his
family almost his entire life. He was a town
compliance officer, a former Boy Scout leader, the
president of his church congregation, and a
seemingly ordina
Amexica is the harrowing story of the extraordinary
terror unfolding along the U.S.-Mexico border—"a
country in its own right, which belongs to both the
United States and Mexico, yet neither"—as the narcowar escalates to a fever pitch there. In 2009, after
reporting from the border for many years, Ed
Vulliamy traveled the frontier from the Pacific coast
to the Gulf of Mexico, from Tijuana to Matamoros, a
journey through a kaleidoscopic landscape of
corruption and all-out civil war, but also of beauty
and joy and resilience. He describes in revelatory
detail how the narco gangs work; the smuggling of
people, weapons, and drugs back and forth across
the border; middle-class flight from Mexico and an
American celebrity culture that is feeding the
violence; the interrelated economies of drugs and
the maquiladora factories; the ruthless, systematic
murder of young women in Ciudad Juarez. Heroes,
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villains, and victims—the brave and rogue police,
priests, women, and journalists fighting the violence;
the gangs and their freelance killers; the dead and
the devastated—all come to life in this singular book.
Amexica takes us far beyond today's headlines. It is
a street-level portrait, by turns horrific and sublime,
of a place and people in a time of war as much as of
the war itself.
Philip Carlo's The Ice Man spent over six weeks on
the New York Times Bestseller List. Top Mob
Hitman. Devoted Family Man. Doting Father. For
thirty years, Richard "The Iceman" Kuklinski led a
shocking double life, becoming the most notorious
professional assassin in American history while
happily hosting neighborhood barbecues in
suburban New Jersey. Richard Kuklinski was
Sammy the Bull Gravano's partner in the killing of
Paul Castellano, then head of the Gambino crime
family, at Sparks Steakhouse. Mob boss John Gotti
hired him to torture and kill the neighbor who
accidentally ran over his child. For an additional
price, Kuklinski would make his victims suffer; he
conducted this sadistic business with coldhearted
intensity and shocking efficiency, never
disappointing his customers. By his own estimate, he
killed over two hundred men, taking enormous pride
in his variety and ferocity of technique. This trail of
murder lasted over thirty years and took Kuklinski all
over America and to the far corners of the earth,
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Brazil, Africa, and Europe. Along the way, he
married, had three children, and put them through
Catholic school. His daughter's medical condition
meant regular stays in children's hospitals, where
Kuklinski was remembered, not as a gangster, but
as an affectionate father, extremely kind to children.
Each Christmas found the Kuklinski home festooned
in colorful lights; each summer was a succession of
block parties. His family never suspected a thing.
Richard Kuklinski is now the subject of the major
motion picture titled "The Iceman"(2013), starring
James Franco, Winona Ryder, Ray Liotta, and Chris
Evans.
An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive
review of history’s most notorious and cold-blooded
serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning
Last Podcast on the Left Since its first show in 2010,
The Last Podcast on the Left has barreled headlong
into all things horror, as hosts Henry Zebrowski, Ben
Kissel, and Marcus Parks cover subjects spanning
Jeffrey Dahmer, werewolves, Jonestown, and
supernatural phenomena. Deeply researched but
with a morbidly humorous bent, the podcast has
earned a dedicated and aptly cultlike following for its
unique take on all things macabre. In their first book,
the guys take a deep dive into history’s most
infamous serial killers, from Ted Bundy to John
Wayne Gacy, exploring their origin stories, haunting
habits, and perverse predilections. Featuring newly
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developed content alongside updated fan favorites,
each profile is an exhaustive examination of the
darker side of human existence. With appropriately
creepy four-color illustrations throughout and a giftworthy paper over board format, The Last Book on
the Left will satisfy the bloodlust of readers
everywhere.
Legendary FBI profiling pioneer John Douglas's
theory is that once you figure out the motivating
force driving a perpetrator, you've got a good chance
of cracking the case. In THE ANATOMY OF
MOTIVE he uses cases from his own career to
illustrate his argument. He takes us further than ever
before into the dark corners of the minds of
arsonists, hijackers, serial and spree killers and
mass murderers. THE ANATOMY OF MOTIVE
analyses such diverse killers as Lee Harvey Oswald
and Timothy McVeigh - and helps us learn to
anticipate potential violent behaviour before it's too
late.
Sometimes the Nicest People Make the Deadliest
Criminals “True crime storytelling at its very best!”
—Dan Zupansky, author and host of True Murder #1
New Release in Heists & Robberies Enjoy a
collection of non-fiction accounts by international
writers and experts on crooks, criminals, and serial
killers who disguise themselves among society by
being what you least expect-your friendly next-door
neighbor. From mild mannered coworkers to doting
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parents. Some might be your jack-of-all-trades
friend, or others might be your family member with
an altruistic persona. The Best New True Crime
Stories: Well-Mannered Crooks & Criminals takes
you deeper into the unconventional criminal's
psyche. The ones where their most prominent
feature isn’t a bloodied knife, but a bright smile and
warm gaze meant to lure their next victim. Meet the
real murderers and killers. You’ve heard about John
Wayne Gacy. You’ve read about Jeffrey Dahmer.
You’ve delved into the Ted Bundy fascination. It’s
time for you to meet the infamous Naún Briones,
who struck fear into the hearts of the rich, and
Freddie Brenman, a notorious street-fighter with
mysterious ties to the Dillinger Gang. You’ll find
yourself realizing that being nice and friendly is a
killer combination. Edited by acclaimed author and
anthologist Mitzi Szereto, The Best New True Crime
Stories: Well-Mannered Crooks & Criminals reveals
all-new accounts of true crime stories featuring serial
killers from the contemporary to the depression-era.
The international list of contributors includes awardwinning crime writers, true-crime podcasters,
journalists, and experts in the dark crimes field such
as Tom Larsen, David Blumenfeld, and Anthony
Ferguson. If you are a fan of true crime books such
as The Big Book of Serial Killers, The Best New True
Crime Stories: Serial Killers, or The Best New True
Crime Stories: Small Towns, then you’ll love The
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Best New True Crime Stories: Well-Mannered
Crooks & Criminals.
Includes material on "the Trailside Killer in San
Francisco, the Atlanta child murderer, the Tylenol
poisoner, the man who hunted prostitutes for sport in the
woods of Alaska, and Seattle's Green River killer ..."
MindhunterInside the FBI's Elite Serial Crime UnitSimon
and Schuster
The twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the #1 New York
Times bestselling classic, now with a note by author
Thomas Harris revealing his inspiration for Hannibal
Lecter. A serial murderer known only by a grotesquely
apt nickname—Buffalo Bill—is stalking particular women.
He has a purpose, but no one can fathom it, for the
bodies are discovered in different states. Clarice Starling,
a young trainee at the F.B.I. Academy, is surprised to be
summoned by Jack Crawford, Chief of the Bureau's
Behavioral Science section. Her assignment: to interview
Dr. Hannibal Lecter, a brilliant psychiatrist and grisly
killer now kept under close watch in the Baltimore State
Hospital for the Criminally Insane. Lecter's insight into
the minds of murderers could help track and capture
Buffalo Bill. Smart and attractive, Starling is shaken to
find herself in a strange, intense relationship with the
acutely perceptive Lecter. His cryptic clues—about
Buffalo Bill and about her—launch Clarice on a search
that every reader will find startling, harrowing, and totally
compelling. An ingenious, masterfully written novel, The
Silence of the Lambs is a classic of suspense and
storytelling.
Now a Netflix original series Discover the classic, behindPage 8/26
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the-scenes chronicle of John E. Douglas’ twenty-fiveyear career in the FBI Investigative Support Unit, where
he used psychological profiling to delve into the minds of
the country’s most notorious serial killers and criminals.
In chilling detail, the legendary Mindhunter takes us
behind the scenes of some of his most gruesome,
fascinating, and challenging cases—and into the darkest
recesses of our worst nightmares. During his twenty-five
year career with the Investigative Support Unit, Special
Agent John Douglas became a legendary figure in law
enforcement, pursuing some of the most notorious and
sadistic serial killers of our time: the man who hunted
prostitutes for sport in the woods of Alaska, the Atlanta
child murderer, and Seattle's Green River killer, the case
that nearly cost Douglas his life. As the model for Jack
Crawford in The Silence of the Lambs, Douglas has
confronted, interviewed, and studied scores of serial
killers and assassins, including Charles Manson, Ted
Bundy, and Ed Gein, who dressed himself in his victims'
peeled skin. Using his uncanny ability to become both
predator and prey, Douglas examines each crime scene,
reliving both the killer's and the victim's actions in his
mind, creating their profiles, describing their habits, and
predicting their next moves.
Certain criminal cases have a life of their own. Despite
the passage of years they continue their hold on the
public imagination, either because of the personalities
involved, the depravity of the crime, doubts over whether
justice was done, or the tantalizing fact that no one was
ever caught... Now John Douglas, the foremost
investigative analyst and criminal profiler of our time,
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turns his attention to eight of the greatest mysteries in
the history of crime, including those of Jack the Ripper,
The Boston Strangler and JonBenet Ramsey. Taking a
fresh look at the established facts, Douglas and Olshaker
dismantle the conventional wisdom regarding these most
notorious of crimes and rebuild them - with astonishing
results.
A former FBI investigator examines some of his most
complex cases and demonstrates how criminal profiling
works
The legendary FBI criminal profiler, number-one New
York Times bestselling author, and inspiration for the hit
Netflix show Mindhunter delves deep into the lives and
crimes of four of the most disturbing and complex
predatory killers, offering never-before-revealed details
about his profiling process, and divulging the strategies
used to crack some of America’s most challenging
cases. The FBI’s pioneer of criminal profiling, former
special agent John Douglas, has studied and interviewed
many of America’s most notorious killers—including
Charles Manson, ”Son of Sam Killer” David Berkowitz
and ”BTK Strangler” Dennis Rader—trained FBI agents
and investigators around and the world, and helped
educate the country about these deadly predators and
how they operate, and has become a legend in popular
culture, fictionalized in The Silence of the Lambs and the
hit television shows Criminal Minds and Mindhunter.
Twenty years after his famous memoir, the man who
literally wrote the book on FBI criminal profiling opens his
case files once again. In this riveting work of true crime,
he spotlights four of the most diabolical criminals he’s
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confronted, interviewed and learned from. Going deep
into each man’s life and crimes, he outlines the factors
that led them to murder and how he used his
interrogation skills to expose their means, motives, and
true evil. Like the hit Netflix show, The Killer Across the
Table is centered around Douglas’ unique interrogation
and profiling process. With his longtime collaborator
Mark Olshaker, Douglas recounts the chilling encounters
with these four killers as he experienced them—revealing
for the first time his profile methods in detail. Going step
by step through his interviews, Douglas explains how he
connects each killer’s crimes to the specific
conversation, and contrasts these encounters with those
of other deadly criminals to show what he learns from
each one. In the process, he returns to other famous
cases, killers and interviews that have shaped his career,
describing how the knowledge he gained from those
exchanges helped prepare him for these. A glimpse into
the mind of a man who has pierced the heart of human
darkness, The Killer Across the Table unlocks the
ultimate mystery of depravity and the techniques and
approaches that have countered evil in the name of
justice.
A dramatic and compelling true-crime psychological
thriller This incredible story shows how John Douglas
tracked and participated in the hunt for one of the most
notorious serial killers in U.S. history. For 31 years a
man who called himself BTK (Bind, Torture, Kill)
terrorized the city of Wichita, Kansas, sexually assaulting
and strangling a series of women, taunting the police
with frequent communications, and bragging about his
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crimes to local newspapers and TV stations. After
disappearing for nine years, he suddenly reappeared,
complaining that no one was paying enough attention to
him and claiming that he had committed other crimes for
which he had not been given credit. When he was
ultimately captured, BTK was shockingly revealed to be
Dennis Rader, a 61-year-old married man with two
children.
The legendary FBI criminal profiler and international
bestselling author of Mindhunter and The Killer Across
the Table returns with this timely, relevant book that goes
to the heart of extremism and domestic terrorism,
examining in-depth his chilling pursuit of, and eventual
prison confrontation with Joseph Paul Franklin, a White
Nationalist serial killer and one of the most disturbing
psychopaths he has ever encountered. Worshippers
stream out of an Midwestern synagogue after sabbath
services, unaware that only a hundred yards away, an
expert marksman and avowed racist, antisemite and
member of the Ku Klux Klan, patiently awaits, his hunting
rifle at the ready. The October 8, 1977 shooting was a
forerunner to the tragedies and divisiveness that plague
us today. John Douglas, the FBI’s pioneering, first fulltime criminal profiler, hunted the shooter—a white
supremacist named Joseph Paul Franklin, whose Naziinspired beliefs propelled a three-year reign of terror
across the United States, targeting African Americans,
Jews, and interracial couples. In addition, Franklin
bombed the home of Jewish leader Morris Amitay, shot
and paralyzed Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt,
and seriously wounded civil rights leader Vernon Jordan.
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The fugitive supported his murderous spree robbing
banks in five states, from Georgia to Ohio. Douglas and
his writing partner Mark Olshaker return to this disturbing
case that reached the highest levels of the Bureau,
which was fearful Franklin would become a presidential
assassin—and haunted him for years to come as the
threat of copycat domestic terrorist killers increasingly
became a reality. Detailing the dogged pursuit of Franklin
that employed profiling, psychology and meticulous
detective work, Douglas and Olshaker relate how the
case was a make-or-break test for the still-experimental
behavioral science unit and revealed a new type of,
determined, mission-driven serial killer whose only
motivation was hate. A riveting, cautionary tale rooted in
history that continues to echo today, The Killer's Shadow
is a terrifying and essential exploration of the criminal
personality in the vile grip of extremism and what
happens when rage-filled speech evolves into deadly
action and hatred of the “other" is allowed full reign. The
Killer's Shadow includes an 8-page color photo insert.
In the #1 New York Times bestseller Mindhunter, John
Douglas, who headed the FBI's elite Investigative
Support Unit, told the story of his brilliant and terrifying
career tracking down some of the most heinous criminals
in history. Now, in Journey into Darkness, Douglas
profiles vicious serial killers, rapists, and child molesters.
He is straightforward, blunt, often irreverent, and
outspoken, but takes pains not to glorify any of these
murderers. Some of the unique cases Douglas discusses
include: -The Clairemont killer -The schoolgirl murders
-Richmond's First Serial Murderer -The brutal and
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sadistic murder of Suzanne Marie Collins -Polly Klaas'
abduction and murder by Richard Allen Davis, -The
tragedy that lead to the creation of Megan's Law With
Journey into Darkness, Douglas provides more than a
glimpse into the minds of serial killers; he demonstrates
what a powerful weapon behavioral science has
become. Profiling criminals helps not only to capture
them, but also helps society understand how these
predators work and what can be done to prevent them
from striking again. Douglas focuses especially on
pedophiles and child abductors, fully explaining what
drives them, and how to keep children away from them.
As he points out, "The best way to protect your children
is to know your enemy." He includes eight rules for
safety, a list of steps parents can take to prevent child
abduction and exploitation, tips on how to detect sexual
exploitation, basic rules of safety for children, and a
chart, based on age, which details the safety skills
children should have to protect themselves. In his review
for Mindhunter in The New York Times Book Review,
Dean Koontz said, "Because of his insights and the
power of the material, he leaves us shaken, gripped by a
quiet grief for the innocent victims and anguished by the
human condition." Journey into Darkness continues this
perilous trip into the psyche of the serial killer, but also
offers a glimmer of hope that profiling may enable law
enforcement to see the indicators of a serial killer's mind
and intervene before he kills, or kills again.
Legendary FBI profiler and New York Times bestselling
author John Douglas explores the shocking case of John
Robinson a harmless, unassuming family man whose
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criminal history began with embezzlement and fraud and ended with his arrest for the savage murders of six
women and his suspected involvement in at least five
disappearances. Most disturbing was the hunting ground
in which Robinson seduced his prey: the world of
cyberspace. Haunting chat rooms, targeting vulnerable
women, and exploiting the anonymity of the Internet, his
bloody spree was finally halted by a relentless parole
officer who spent ten years trying to nail Robinson as a
cold-blooded killer. A cautionary tale set in a virtual world
where relationships are established without the benefit of
physical contact, ANYONE YOU WANT ME TO BE is a
contemporary real-life drama of high-tech crime and
punishment.
In The Mikado to Matilda: British Musicals on the New
York Stage, Thomas Hischak provides an overview of
British musicals that made their way to Broadway,
covering their entire history up to the present day. This is
the first book to look at the British musical theatre with
reference to those London musicals that were also
produced in New York City. The book covers 110 British
musicals, ranging from 1750 to the present day,
including the popular Gilbert and Sullivan comic
operettas during the Victorian era, the Andrew Lloyd
Webber mega-musicals of the late twentieth century, and
today's biggest hits such as Matilda. Each London
musical is discussed first as a success in England and
then how it fared in America. The plots, songs,
songwriters, performers, and producers for both the
West End and the Broadway (or Off Broadway)
production are identified and described. The discussion
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is sometimes critical, evaluating the musicals and why
they were or were not a success in New York.
From John Douglas--the legendary FBI criminal profiler,
#1 New York Times bestselling author, and inspiration
for the Netflix show Mindhunter--comes a chilling journey
inside the mind and crimes of Larry Gene Bell, one of the
most dangerous serial killers Douglas confronted, and
the desperate effort to identify and catch him. On May
31, 1985, two days before her high school graduation,
Shari Smith was abducted from the driveway of her
family home in South Carolina. Based on the crime
scene and the abductor's repeated and taunting calls to
the family, law enforcement quickly realized they were
dealing with a sophisticated and highly dangerous
criminal. A letter arrived the next day entitled "Last Will &
Testament," in which Shari, knowing she was to be
murdered, wrote bravely and achingly of her love for her
parents, siblings, and boyfriend, saying that while they
would miss her, she knew they would persevere through
their faith. The abduction rocked her quiet town,
triggering a massive manhunt and bringing in the FBI,
which enlisted profiler John Douglas. A few days later, a
phone call told the family where they could find Shari's
body. Then nine-year-old Debra May Helmick was
kidnapped from her yard, confirming the harsh realization
that Smith's murder was no random act. A serial killer
was evolving, and the only way to stop him would be to
use the study of criminal behavior to anticipate his next
move before he could kill again. Douglas devised a risky
and emotionally fraught strategy to use Shari's lookalike
older sister Dawn as bait to draw out the unknown
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subject. Dawn and her parents courageously agreed.
One of the most haunting investigations of Douglas's
storied career, this case details how the eerily accurate
profile he created--alongside his carefully crafted and
stage-managed manipulation of the killer's
psychology--combined with dedicated police work and
cutting-edge forensic science to end a reign of criminal
terror. As Shari's family took incredible personal risks to
lure her killer from the shadows, Douglas and the FBI
pushed criminal profiling to its limits, culminating in one
of his most dramatic and effective confrontations with a
sadistic and remorseless killer.
A comprehensive examination into the frightening true
crime history of serial homicide—including information on
America’s most prolific serial killers such as: Ted Bundy
• “Co-ed Killer” Ed Kemper • The BTK Killer • “Highway
Stalker” Henry Lee Lucas • Monte Ralph Rissell •
“Shoe Fetish Slayer” Jerry Brudos • “Night Stalker”
Richard Ramirez • “Unabomber” Ted Kaczynski • Ed
Gein “The Butcher of Plainfield” • “Killer Clown” John
Wayne Gacy • Andrew Cunanan • And more... In this
unique book, Peter Vronsky documents the
psychological, investigative, and cultural aspects of serial
murder, beginning with its first recorded instance in
Ancient Rome through fifteenth-century France on to
such notorious contemporary cases as
cannibal/necrophile Ed Kemper, the BTK killer, Henry
Lee Lucas, Monte Ralph Rissell, Jerry Brudos, Richard
Ramirez, “Unabomber” Ted Kaczynski, Ed Gein, John
Wayne Gacy, Ted Bundy, and the emergence of what he
classifies as the “serial rampage killer” such as Andrew
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Cunanan, who murdered fashion designer Gianni
Versace. Vronsky not only offers sound theories on what
makes a serial killer but also makes concrete
suggestions on how to survive an encounter with
one—from recognizing verbal warning signs to physical
confrontational resistance. Exhaustively researched with
transcripts of interviews with killers, and featuring up-todate information on the apprehension and conviction of
the Green River killer and the Beltway Snipers,
Vronsky’s one-of-a-kind book covers every conceivable
aspect of an endlessly riveting true crime phenomenon.
INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
LEARN THE TRUE STORY OF ONE OF THE FBI
PROFILERS WHO COINED THE PHRASE "SERIAL
KILLER" Face-to-face with some of America's most
terrifying killers, FBI veteran Robert K. Ressler learned
how to identify the unknown monsters who walk among
us -- and put them behind bars. In Whoever Fights
Monsters, Ressler—the inspiration for the character Agent
Bill Tench in David Fincher's hit TV show
Mindhunter—shows how he was able to track down some
of the country's most brutal murderers. Ressler, the FBI
Agent and ex-Army CID colonel who advised Thomas
Harris on The Silence of the Lambs, used the evidence
at a crime scene to put together a psychological profile of
the killers. From the victims they choose to the way they
kill to the often grotesque souvenirs they take with
them—Ressler unlocks the identities of these vicious
killers. And with his discovery that serial killers share
certain violent behaviors, Ressler goes behind prison
walls to hear bizarre first-hand stories from countless
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convicted murderers, including Ted Bundy, John Wayne
Gacy; Edmund Kemper; and Son of Sam. Getting inside
the mind of a killer to understand how and why he kills is
one of the FBI's most effective ways of helping police
bring in killers who are still at large. Join Ressler as he
takes you on the hunt for the world's most dangerous
psychopaths in this terrifying journey you will not forget.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An
Amazon "Best Book of 2019" A Washington Post "10
Books To Read in July" A Los Angeles Times "Seven
Highly Anticipated Books for Summer Reading" A USA
Today "20 of the Season's Hottest New Books" A New
York Post "25 Best Beach Reads of 2019 You Need to
Pre-Order Now" A Bustle "The Best New True Crime
Books You Can Read Right Now" "Maureen Callahan's
deft reporting and stylish writing have created one of the
all-time-great serial-killer books: sensitive, chilling, and
completely impossible to put down." --Ada Calhoun,
author of St. Marks Is Dead Ted Bundy. John Wayne
Gacy. Jeffrey Dahmer. The names of notorious serial
killers are usually well-known; they echo in the news and
in public consciousness. But most people have never
heard of Israel Keyes, one of the most ambitious and
terrifying serial killers in modern history. The FBI
considered his behavior unprecedented. Described by a
prosecutor as "a force of pure evil," Keyes was a
predator who struck all over the United States. He buried
"kill kits"--cash, weapons, and body-disposal tools--in
remote locations across the country. Over the course of
fourteen years, Keyes would fly to a city, rent a car, and
drive thousands of miles in order to use his kits. He
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would break into a stranger's house, abduct his victims in
broad daylight, and kill and dispose of them in mere
hours. And then he would return home to Alaska,
resuming life as a quiet, reliable construction worker
devoted to his only daughter. When journalist Maureen
Callahan first heard about Israel Keyes in 2012, she was
captivated by how a killer of this magnitude could go
undetected by law enforcement for over a decade. And
so began a project that consumed her for the next
several years--uncovering the true story behind how the
FBI ultimately caught Israel Keyes, and trying to
understand what it means for a killer like Keyes to exist.
A killer who left a path of monstrous, randomly
committed crimes in his wake--many of which remain
unsolved to this day. American Predator is the ambitious
culmination of years of interviews with key figures in law
enforcement and in Keyes's life, and research uncovered
from classified FBI files. Callahan takes us on a journey
into the chilling, nightmarish mind of a relentless killer,
and to the limitations of traditional law enforcement.

For thirty-one years, a monster terrorized the
residents of Wichita, Kansas. A bloodthirsty serial
killer, self-named "BTK"—for "bind them, torture them,
kill them"—he slaughtered men, women, and children
alike, eluding the police for decades while bragging
of his grisly exploits to the media. The nation was
shocked when the fiend who was finally
apprehended turned out to be Dennis Rader—a
friendly neighbor . . . a devoted husband . . . a
helpful Boy Scout dad . . . the respected president of
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his church. Written by four award-winning crime
reporters who covered the story for more than twenty
years, Bind, Torture, Kill is the most intimate and
complete account of the BTK nightmare told by the
people who were there from the beginning. With
newly released documents, evidence, and
information—and with the full cooperation, for the very
first time, of the Wichita Police Department’s BTK
Task Force—the authors have put all the pieces of
the grisly puzzle into place, thanks to their
unparalleled access to the families of the killer and
his victims.
Three former CIA officers share their techniques for
lie detection, outlining methods for identifying
deceptiveness as revealed by verbal and non-verbal
behaviors from facial expressions and grooming
gestures to invoking religion and using qualifying
language.
The author of this book played a major part in the
FBI's development of psychological profiles for serial
killers, he even invented the term serial killer. Whilst
Thomas Harris made Ressler's work famous in
fiction, Ressler did it for real.
In Obsession, John Douglas once again takes us
fascinatingly behind the scenes, focusing his
expertise on predatory crimes, primarily against
women. With a deep sense of compassion for the
victims and an uncanny understanding of the
perpetrators, Douglas looks at the obsessions that
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lead to rape, stalking, and sexual murder through
such cases as Ronnie Shelton, the serial rapist who
terrorized Cleveland; and New York's notorious
"Preppie Murder." But Douglas also looks at
obsession on the other side of the moral spectrum:
his own career-long obsession with hunting these
predators. Douglas shows us how we can all fight
back and protect ourselves, our families, and loved
ones against the scourge of the violent predators in
our midst. The first step is insight and understanding,
and no one is better qualified to penetrate Obsession
than John Douglas.
When an American journalist living in 1939 Germany
agrees to write articles for the Soviets, he gets
dragged into dangerous activities and is sought by
warring factions when British and Nazi intelligence
discover his actions.
It was one hell of an inheritance for former Chicago
reporter Tom Coleman: a broken-down pickup truck,
ramshackle campground, a canoe livery—and one potsmoking, barely working employee he doesn’t need,
doesn’t want, and can’t afford. But the truth is, after
losing a child and a marriage, Tom doesn’t really
care. And life is nice and quiet in the middle of
nowhere. Until a drug lab blows up near his
property—putting Tom in contact with the woman he
once loved, a small-town cop with a chip on his
shoulder, and a powerful local who doesn’t want him
poking his nose where it doesn’t belong. Tom
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doesn’t want to get involved in the first place. But in
the hardscrabble Nebraska Sandhills, storms gather
suddenly and bad blood runs deep. Now a quiet
summer on the river is turning into a dangerous
season of grudges, betrayal, and violent
reckoning—and it’s already too late to find shelter...
FBI Special Agent John Douglas, known as the
Mindhunter, takes readers behind the scenes of
some of his most gruesome, fascinating, and
challenging cases.
When his former boss, the director of the FBI, turns
up dead, former profiler John Chase comes out of
retirement to investigate and finds himself facing off
against a ruthless and clever opponent.
There is little more terrifying than those who hunt, stalk and
snatch their prey under the cloak of darkness. These hunters
search not for animals, but for the touch, taste, and
empowerment of human flesh. They are cannibals, vampires
and monsters, and they walk among us. These serial killers
are not mythical beasts with horns and shaggy hair. They are
people living among society, going about their day to day
activities until nightfall. They are the Dennis Rader's, the
fathers, husbands, church going members of the community.
This A-Z encyclopedia of 150 serial killers is the ideal
reference book. Included are the most famous true crime
serial killers, like Jeffrey Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy, and
Richard Ramirez, and not to mention the women who kill,
such as Aileen Wuornos and Martha Rendell. There are also
lesser known serial killers, covering many countries around
the world, so the range is broad. Each of the serial killer files
includes information on when and how they killed the victims,
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the background of each killer, or the suspects in some cases
such as the Zodiac killer, their trials and punishments. For
some there are chilling quotes by the killers themselves. The
Big Book of Serial Killers is an easy to follow collection of
information on the world's most heinous murderers.
THE BESTSELLING TRUE STORY THAT INSPIRED THE
MAJOR NETFLIX SERIESFBI Special Agent and expert in
criminal profiling and behavioural science, John Douglas, is a
man who has looked evil in the eye and made a vocation of
understanding it. Now retired, Douglas can let us inside the
FBI elite serial crime unit and into the disturbed minds of
some of the most savage serial killers in the world.The man
who was the inspiration for Special Agent Jack Crawford in
The Silence of the Lambsand who lent the film's makers his
expertise explains how he invented and established the
practice of criminal profiling; what it was like to submerge
himself mentally in the world of serial killers to the point of
'becoming' both perpetrator and victim; and individual case
histories including those of Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles Manson,
Ted Bundy and the Atlanta child murders.With the fierce pageturning power of a bestselling novel, yet terrifyingly true,
Mindhunter is a true crime classic.John Douglas knows more
about serial killers than anybody in the world - Jonathan
Demme, Director of The Silence of the LambsA cracker of a
book - Esquire
OBSESSION examines the many violent interpersonal crimes
committed against women and the elderly, providing
extraordinary insight into what motivates the perpetrators who
commit them. With profiles of many well-known cases and
criminals, as well as an invalubale chapter on how you can
protect yourself and your loved ones from violence, John
Douglas has written a groundbreaking book.
The Evil That Men Do introduced readers to the lifework and
the techniques of FBI profiler Roy Hazelwood. Now, in Dark
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Dreams, Hazelwood-- writing with bestselling author Stephen
G. Michaud-- will take then deep into the minds of his prey,
the world's most dangerous sexual criminals, and reveal the
extent to which these individuals permeate our society.
Profiler Roy Hazelwood is one of the world's leading experts
on the strangest and most dangerous of all aberrant
offenders-- the sexual criminal. In Dark Dreams he reveals
the twisted motive and thinking that go into the most
reprehensible crimes. He also catalogs the innovative and
remarkably effective techniques-- investigative approaches
that he helped pioneer at the FBI's Behavioral Science Unit-that allow law enforcement agents to construct psychological
profiles of the offenders who commit these crimes.
Hazelwood has helped track down some of the most violent
and well-known criminals in modern history; in Dark Dreams
he takes readers into his world-- a sinister world inhabited by
scores of dangerous offenders for every Roy Hazelwood who
would put them behind bars: * A young woman disappears
from the convenience store where she works. Her
skeletonized remains are found in a field, near a torture
device. Who committed this heinous crime? And why? * A
teenager's body is found hanging in a storm sewer. His
clothes are neatly folded by the entrance and a stopwatch is
found in his mouth. Is he the victim of a bizarre, ritualistic
murder...or an elaborate masturbatory fantasy gone awry? * A
married couple, driving with their toddler in the backseat, pick
up a female hitchhiker. They kidnap her and for seven years
keep her as a sexual slave. The wife agreed to this inhuman
arrangement in exchange for having a second child. Who was
to blame? As gruesome as the crimes are and as unsettling
as the odds seem, Hazelwood proves that the right amount of
determination and logic can bring even the most cunning and
devious criminals to justice. Dark Dreams is a 2002 Edgar
Award Nominee for Best Fact Crime.
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________________________________________ The
bestselling true story and inspiration behind the hit Netflix
show of how one underfunded FBI team became the first to
explore the dark world of serial murderers. John Douglas is a
former FBI Special Agent and expert in criminal profiling and
behavioural science. He made a career of looking evil in the
eye - and understanding it. No wonder that he was the
inspiration for Special Agent Jack Crawford in The Silence of
the Lambs, as well as the film's consultant on the reality of
serial killers. Douglas invented and established the practice of
criminal profiling, and submerged himself in the world of serial
killers in a quest to understand why they killed, and to help
prevent more innocent lives from being ended by future
killers. As his serial crime unit developed from a derided twobit operation in a dingy officer to one of the FBI's elite task
forces, Douglas personally confronted the most terrible
crimes of the age, including those of Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles
Manson, Ted Bundy and the Atlanta child murderer. With the
fierce page-turning power of a bestselling novel, yet
terrifyingly true, Mindhunter is a true crime classic.
________________________________________ 'John
Douglas knows more about serial killers than anybody in the
world' - Jonathan Demme, director of The Silence of the
Lambs 'A cracker of a book' - Esquire
The FBI's pioneer of criminal profiling reflects on his fortyyear career during which he pursued and studied such
criminals as Charles Manson and David Berkowitz and
devoted his time to helping the wrongfully convicted.
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